Design News Names UTEP Alumnae Top Innovator in Engineering Stars Contest

Punya Prakash, MS Electrical Engineering '09, was named Top Innovator in the Engineering Stars Contest by Design News. Each year Design News seeks the most innovative and influential design engineers. Candidates are engineers who are creating new trends, have significant performance in the design industry and are creating new products that improve and change lives. The Top Innovator is selected by the Design News editorial team and advisory board.

Design News is the leading technical resource, both in print and online, providing technology news, opinion, analysis, end-user examples and tutorials for engineers and engineering managers who design consumer and industry-specific products and systems that range in application from planes, trains and automobiles to cellular phones, industrial machinery, medical devices, and more.

Prakash is an Applications Engineer with Texas Instruments in Dallas, Texas. She leads the Singlecore Processor team's smart home initiative. The recognition is remarkable considering that Ms. Prakash has only been with Texas Instruments for three years since her graduation from UTEP. Texas Instruments, a recognized world-wide innovator, is a company of choice for UTEP engineering graduates.

Congratulations Punya Prakash, MS EE '09!